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Accelerating the Technology Development of Breakthrough Innovations

Despite the high use of disinfectants in the U.S., one in 30 patients will get a hospital-acquired 
infection (HAI). A safe, effective residual disinfectant has yet to be approved for use in the 
U.S. Dr. Drake’s team is developing patent-pending NanoRAD, a safe, fast-acting residual 
disinfectant that works quickly against a broad range of pathogens. In this talk, she will 
discuss how an interdisciplinary approach can shorten technology development timelines 
while making significant scientific discoveries. 

Dr. Drake is the Founder and CEO of Kismet Technologies. She earned her Ph.D. in materials 
science and engineering from UCF, where she researched high-sensitivity nano-oxide 
sensors for hydrogen detection. Throughout her career, Dr. Drake’s research has focused 
on applying material innovations in advanced medical technologies and imaging sensors. 
Kismet Technologies’ mission is to help people live healthier and safer lives through material 
innovations. Their team is focused on safe residual disinfection and has made breakthroughs 
that will reduce preventable illness from HAIs.
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Energy Infrastructure Systems: Buildings, Grids and the Interactions

Smart buildings and smart grids are energy infrastructure systems that have commonalities 
in operations. Both buildings and grids need tremendous efforts for modeling and validation. 
In addition, they become increasingly interdependent as the grid provides electricity to 
buildings, while the buildings provide flexibilities and ancillary services to the grid. In this 
talk, Dr. Zhou will discuss the unified modeling of buildings and the grid using probabilistic 
methods. She will also present the quantification methods of a building’s flexibility to provide 
grid services.   

Dr. Zhou is the director of the UCF Smart Infrastructure Data Analytics Lab. Before joining 
UCF, she worked for Genscape and GE Grid Solutions as a power system engineer.  Dr. Zhou 
received her Ph.D. in electrical engineering from Iowa State University. She is devoted to 
improving energy efficiency and customer engagement through data analytics, probabilistic 
modeling and advanced pricing schemes. Dr. Zhou’s research focuses on grid-edge resources, 
including smart buildings, rooftop PVs and batteries, and their interactions with the grid.
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